EXHIBITION OF PAINTINGS BY LOUIS KRONBERG, AT THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO, JANUARY 7 TO FEBRUARY 6, 1919
CATALOGUE

1 AT THE WINDOW
2 REPOSE
3 BALLET GIRL IN PINK
4 THE PATRIOT
5 THE ENCORE
6 THE SLIPPER
7 SOUVENIR OF GLOUCESTER
8 BALLET GIRL IN BLUE
9 IN THE DRESSING ROOM
10 BALLET GIRL IN WHITE
11 BALLET PAPIلون
12 SYMPHONY IN WHITE
13 SYMPHONY IN YELLOW
14 SYMPHONY IN ROSE
15 SYMPHONY IN GREEN
16 THE ARABESQUE
17 BALLET ROSE
18 MENDING BALLET SKIRTS
19 PREPARING FOR THE DANCE
20 THE TAMBOURINE
21 BALLET GIRL IN YELLOW
22 BALLET GIRL IN ROSE